Services, Immigrant Rights and Education Network (SIREN) was founded by attorneys, immigrant rights activists and advocates over 31 years ago in response to the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act to assure that immigrants and refugees in Silicon Valley would have a place to land for legal services, receive support on an advocacy level for those that didn’t receive amnesty. Over the years, SIREN has grown to include policy analysis and advocacy, community education, legal services, civic engagement and
community and service provider trainings.

I had a chance to speak with SIREN's Executive Director, Maricela Gutiérrez. Maricela’s parents came from San Luis Potosí, Mexico over 40 years ago to the Central Valley, California. Growing up in a farm working rural area, she experienced firsthand the economic equity issues that are still apparent today for immigrants, especially undocumented immigrants. She saw the lack of health care, lack of well-paying jobs with benefits and overall lack of resources. She experienced 7 to 8 ICE deportation interactions growing up which formed her view of the world. She always grew up knowing she wanted to do something about it.

As the Executive Director of SIREN, she is overseeing the many different pillars of work to carry out SIREN's mission to empower to empower low-income immigrants and refugees through community education and organizing, leadership development, policy advocacy, civic engagement and legal services.

"(SIREN) has evolved to what it is today by adding more robust legal services, adding a civic engagement component, adding a youth leadership model and we have expanded through the years to now have offices in the Central Valley. That was one of my goals right when I came on about three years ago. I picked the best time to join SIREN when Trump was starting his campaign and getting elected," Maricela noted.

SIREN's services are more critical now than ever. To that end, SIREN is working to decrease enforcement of ICE and building more sanctuary spaces, community organizing people that are most affected by the issues should be at front and center at the table and be the agents of change. The organization ensures their voices are heard and provides civic engagement avenues to vote and create policy via voter education, registration, voter forums, and providing a progressive voting ballot every year.
“Siren was made for this moment in time. And we have all the elements needed to build immigrant power and build a system of protection for immigrants and refugees and continue to push forward policy change,” said Maricela.

Maricela explained that all of SIREN’s services are accessible and it reduces the barriers by providing high quality services in Spanish, Vietnamese, and Farsi for free or low cost. In addition to serving the Silicon Valley area, many people drive in from other areas including Sacramento, Madera, Hollister, Santa Cruz, Turlock, Watsonville, and Santa Maria. People start lining up in the morning at 7 am for the drop in clinic.

Most immigrants have no right to an appointed attorney in immigration detention and deportation proceedings, even though many have legal avenues to fight their case and given the increased detention under the new administration SIREN is prioritizing building up its Removal Defense work in both Northern and Central California.

“A lot of people are worried about their children if targeted by ICE. I think it provides a sense of relief for them to know what the options are,” said Maricela.

SIREN also runs a free DACA clinic and raises the funds to provide a scholarship to cover the filing fee so
there is no barrier for any young person interested in renewing their DACA. There is also a free citizenship application assistance to process application for free and apply for a stipend to cover $1000 filing fee.

“Your status doesn’t define who you are, your humanity does. So a label describing your citizenship status is not what is most important. What’s most important is who you are as an individual, your history, your struggles, and what your represent. Your dream and vision of a better world and a world that we are all fighting for is going to be a reality. Maybe not today but tomorrow for sure” Maricela shared this message to all undocumented immigrants, DACA youth and those youth who don’t qualify for DACA.

VOTAR PARA GANAR / VOTE TO WIN

This year SIREN has a campaign “VOTAR PARA GANAR/VOTE TO WIN”. There is an opportunity pass measures and put people in positions where they understand the community, value immigrants and economic impact that they bring to the community. Investing in immigrants is a win-win for everyone.
Maricela noted that the biggest power that we have right now is our young people. Young people are a force seen nationwide demanding change on gun reform, better schools, and decreasing the school to prison pipeline. She stressed that we need to mobilize those young people to come out and vote to continue to be active voters.

“I think the Modern Latina is well-informed, highly educated, a power-house and we are very resourceful. We have the power in our hands. We are active on social media. Get the word out on social media, tag your friends, start tweeting, Facebook,” said Maricela.

Volunteers are always needed to help with the civic engagement work that SIREN is doing in the local areas. They are the backbone of our advocacy work.

Maricela ended the interview on a powerful note stating that “El cambio eres tu! You are the change. That creates a spark to make change in your home with your parents, brothers sisters, and children, then goes out to the community. It’s always micro to macro impact.”

Wednesday, August 29 at 6 PM – 8 PM you can join SIREN to defend and protect immigrant lives!
WE ARE CALLING FOR THE ABOLITION OF ICE AND IMMIGRANT DETENTION, REUNIFICATION OF IMMIGRANT FAMILIES, AND PERMANENT LEGISLATION TO SUPPORT ALL IMMIGRANTS.
For more information visit: https://www.facebook.com/events/447197485771457/

Note: All images courtesy of http://www.siren-bayarea.org/.
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